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Section 41 Method statement;  
household utensils and furniture 

 
H B Duncan 

 
Cross-references to Digital Supplement in red 

Cross-references to Printed Synthesis in brown 
 

See Section [40] for the Introduction to non-ceramic artefacts and Buildings artefacts 
 

Method statement 
 
The report is presented according to the classification system outlined below. 
Each category is then further divided into the ‘broad terms’ classes. Where 
possible the items are discussed in chronological order. Due to the number of 
finds recovered it is not practicable to publish the full assemblage, but listings 
of those associated with Structures may be found in the Material Culture and 
Dating tables [13.01–13.13]. These tables give the full date range in which items 
may have been deposited. Where there is a large assemblage of a specific finds 
type (eg knives) there is a general discussion of the full group but only the best 
or most representative examples of the type have been chosen for illustration 
and cataloguing. A complete list of the unpublished registered artefacts, by 
functional category and object type, and by structure and object type, is 
contained within the site archive. A full listing of bulk artefacts (nails, slag, 
window, and vessel glass) is not published due to the quantities recovered. A 
complete listing is contained within the site archive. 
 
Catalogue numbers run in sequence within the Registered and non-ceramic bulk 
artefact section; clay pipes are a late inclusion into Category 8, numbers 1–10. 
Objects that are unpublished but are referred to in the structural report have 
their site small find number and context listed. The catalogue number of the 
closest published example from La Grava Priory (prefixed by ‘as’) is quoted for 
comparison. 
The format and content of the published small finds catalogue entries are 
described in [40] building artefacts. 
 
A listing of the periods and phases of the site and their date is found in 
[1.05=13.14]. Finds recovered from deposits which remained exposed over 
several phases have been allocated to the latest phase. 
 
 

Non-ceramic activity artefact categories 
 
Category 3 Household utensils and furniture  
41.01–41.08/105–197  
Objects used in the preparation, cooking, and serving of food (other than pottery 
vessels), and objects used for or associated with household lighting, and pieces of 
furniture 
 
 
Category 4 Crafts and industry  
42.01–42.03/198–234  
Objects used in the manufacture or preparation of textiles and leather, 
woodworking, metalworking (including industrial debris), and plaster and masonry 
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Category 5 Multi-purpose tools  
43.04–43.08/235–285  
Tools whose use is multi-functional and therefore should not be assigned to one of 
the more specific categories, such as household or crafts. This includes knife-blades, 
tool handles, and hones 
 
 
Category 6 Objects used for, or associated with, trade and commerce  
44.01–44.04/286–305  
Objects including coinage, tokens and jettons, cloth seals, balances, and weights 
 
 
Category 7 Objects used for or associated with, written communication  
44.05/306–313  
Finds such as styli, parchment prickers, and book furnishings 
 
 
Category 8 Objects used for recreational purposes  
45.01–45.03/1–10 and 45.04/314–321  
Objects associated with games, music, or leisure pursuits  
 
 
Category 9 Animal trappings and objects used with transportation  
46.01–46.11/322–377  
Objects such as harness and their fittings, horse- and ox-shoes, spurs, cow bells, and 
cart fittings 
 
 
Category 10 Objects associated with agriculture or horticulture  
47.01/378–387  
Objects such as sickles and scythes, spade shoes, pruning hooks, pitchforks, and 
rakes 
 
 
Category 11 Military and hunting equipment 
47.02–47.03/388–412  
Finds such as weapons (arrowheads, spears, and swords), fittings from armour, and 
objects associated with hunting and fishing 
 
 
Category 12 Objects of personal adornment or dress 
48.01–48.08/413–534  
Finds such as jewellery, garment fasteners, and fittings or garments themselves  
 
 
Category 13 Toilet, surgical, or pharmaceutical instruments 
48.08/535–539  
Objects used solely for personal grooming (eg combs) and objects which may have a 
number of uses such as spoon-probes, which may be either toilet, surgical, or 
pharmaceutical implements 
 
 
Category 14 Objects associated with religious beliefs 
49.01/540–543  
Objects associated with the practice of worship or burial  
 
 
Category 15 Flint Tools (prehistoric) not published  
Any flint tools such as burins, scrapers, axes etc. Finds in this category will be 
considered in a separate publication focusing on prehistoric aspects of the site 
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Category 16 Objects the function or identification of which is unknown or uncertain 
or of a wide range of use 
49.02–49.04/544–589  
As well as unidentified objects, this category includes objects with a wide range of 
possible uses, such as wire or chains 
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Category 3 Household utensils and furniture 

 
The category comprises objects associated with furnishings of a household and 
activities carried out within the household. The majority of the finds allocated to 
this category are connected with the preparation and consumption of food, and 
over half of these are of post-medieval date. Very little in the way of furnishings 
survived from either the medieval or post-medieval periods. 
 

Glass vessels 
 

T A Jackman (Spencer) and H B Duncan 
 

Medieval glass vessels 
 

Few medieval sherds survived probably due in a large part to the poor quality of 
the glass and subsequent occupation. Twenty-four fragments of late medieval to 
16th-century glass vessels were identified, of which seven were indeterminate 
body sherds. All the sherds are in an advance state of decay, with surfaces 
covered with a brown/black corrosion product and the glass either partially or 
totally denatured. In only a few cases a thin core of clear pale green glass 
survives. The vessels were undoubtedly made of un-purified green forest glass, 
the flux being potash and the green colour being produced by the iron content 
of the sand used (Charleston 1985, 139). This glass was particularly prone to 
decay. Four functions were recognised; urinals, hanging lamps, distillation 
equipment and bottles. 
 
The findspots of medieval vessels were in the main confined to the central 
complex, the majority in the areas of S16 and S65.  

 
 

Urinals 41.01/105–108 
 

Twelve fragments, forming four rims and two bases, from wide-mouthed urinals 
were identified [41.01/105–108]. This type of urinal was first recognised at 
Bayham Abbey (Charleston 1983, 113–15) and further examples have been noted 
from Battle Abbey and the Carmelite Priory at Ipswich (Charleston 1985, 140–
42). The thickness of this type of urinal suggests it was intended for use as a 
chamber pot rather than designed specifically for uroscopy. Evidence from these 
sites, and pictorial representations, indicate a date from about 1300 into the 
16th century for this form of urinal. Ten of the La Grava urinal fragments were 
from phased deposits, the earliest occurrence in phase 5.5. 
 
41.01/105  
T7 C699 [P5.5 S16D]  
Rim of wide-mouthed, short-necked urinal. Rim dia 80mm 
 
41.01/106  
T13 C414 [P6.2 S65A]  
Rim of wide-mouthed, short-necked urinal. Rim dia 110mm 
 
41.01/107  
T13 C414 [P6.2 S65A]  
Urinal base sherd, convex with slight remains of pontil mark. Glass partially devitrified, 
thin, clear pale-green core remaining. Th 7.8mm. (Possibly same vessel as 106) 
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41.01/108  
13 C210 [unph]  
Urinal base sherd, convex with pronounced pontil mark. Glass partially devitrified, thin, 
clear, pale-green core remaining. Th 12.6mm 

 
 

Hanging lamp 41.01/109 
 

Hanging lamp bases, such as [41.01/109], are a frequent find on medieval sites, 
particularly religious sites (cf Charleston 1983, fig 50.9 and .10; Charleston 1984, 
fig 146.28 and .29; Charleston 1985, fig 42.1–7); the far thinner lamp body not 
usually surviving. This was the chief type of lamp used in northern Europe from, 
at the latest, the 13th century until at least the 16th century. 
 
41.01/109  
T13 C590 [P5.3 S16A]  
Thick, flat-based stem of hanging lamp, slight evidence of pontil mark. Ht19mm, base dia 
17.5mm 

 
 

Distillation equipment 41.01/110–112 
 

Portions of three vessels were tentatively identified as distillation equipment; 
two fragments from alembics and one from a receiver [41.01/110–112]. The size 
of the sherds, however, precludes any certainty. Several fragments of glass 
apparatus from the distillation process have been found on English medieval 
excavations (Charleston 1981, 85–7; Charleston 1985, 142), most frequently 
occurring on monastic sites (Moorhouse 1972, 89ff). All the examples were 
found in deposits of phase 6.1 and later. 
 
41.01/110  
T7 C513 [P6.1 S65A]  
Alembic (?) sherd; start of regressive fold and collecting channel (cf Moorhouse 1972, fig 
27.2). Th 2.6–3mm 
 
41.01/111  
T7 C713 [P6.1 S16A]  
Alembic (?) rim sherd, slightly thickened (cf Duncan and Moorhouse 1987, fig 76 380.2). 
Glass partially devitrified, thin core of clear glass surviving. Rim dia 60mm 
 
41.01/112  
T1 C41 [P6.2–7 S63D] Receiver (?) rim sherd, flat-topped rim (cf Charleston 1985, fig 
41.35). Rim dia 60mm 
 
 

Bottle 41.01/113 
 

A single bottle, consisting of a portion of a kick, was noted; too little is left to 
determine the complete form [41.01/113]. Glass bottles, commonly of green 
colour, are the most frequently found vessels on medieval and 16th- to 17th-
century sites. As there was little change in forms between early and later 
examples, bottles are not a reliable indicator of date. This example came from a 
multi-phased deposit and therefore potentially could be of medieval date. 
 
41.01/113  
T6 C31/2 [P4.0–7 S13A]  
Portion of bottle base, form indeterminate, prominent pontil mark. Th 2–3.5mm. 
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Post-medieval glass vessels 
 

Over 400 sherds of post-medieval vessels were recovered. Of these 31% were 
sherds of indeterminate form. The remainder of the assemblage (244 sherds) 
could be allocated to one of four categories; beakers, wine glasses, 
bottles/phials and jars, and wine bottles. Signs of weathering are noticeable on 
some sherds, usually taking the form of laminating iridescence with occasional 
pitting 
 
There is a consistent, and marked, pattern in the distribution of the post-
medieval vessel glass assemblage. Both beakers and wine glasses were 
concentrated in the area of S16, 64% and 69% of the vessel assemblage 
respectively. The wine bottles mirrored this distribution, with 76% of the 
assemblage from this building. Bottles, phials and jars were fairly equally 
distributed between S16 (42.8%) and S63 (47.6%) 

 
 

Beakers 41.01/114–124 
 

Twenty-three portions of beakers, representing fifteen vessels, were identified. 
Only two sherds of fine, colourless glass were undecorated. Of the decorated 
sherds, six patterns were identified; ribbed and wrythen, diagonal mesh, ribbing, 
blobs, lozenge diaper, and wrythen lozenge [41.01/115–118]. These forms of 
decoration can be paralleled from assemblages recovered at Hutton and 
Rosedale (Crossley and Aberg 1972), Basing House (Moorhouse 1971), Brabent 
(Trelinden and Crossley 1981) and Cheddar (Charlesworth 1979), all dating to 
the 16th and 17th centuries. The surviving rim sherds indicate diameters from 
60mm to 80mm. 
 
Three forms were recognised amongst the six base sherds present; pushed-in 
base with folded foot ring [41.01/119], base with applied foot ring [41.01/120–
122] and a separately applied foot [41.01/123–124]. With the exception of one 
intrusive fragment (T30 C806 P3 S4A), the beaker sherds were found in deposits 
of phase 6.1 and later. 
 
41.01/114  
T13 C566 [P6.2 S17A]  
Beaker rim and body sherds of fine, clear glass; slight iridescence of surfaces. Rim dia 
80mm, body th 1mm 
 
41.01/115  
T13 C110 [P6.2 S16D]  
Beaker rim sherd with mould-blown ribbed and wrythen decoration in pale green clear 
glass; patches of surface pitting and iridescence. Rim dia. 80mm, body th 1mm 
 
41.01/116  
T7 C559 [P7 S16D] Beaker rim sherd with mould-blown diagonal mesh design; surfaces 
irridescent. Rim dia. 60mm, body th 1.2–1.6mm 
 
41.01/117  
T7 C562 [P6.1 S16] and T7 L538 [P7 S16D] Beaker base sherd, kick and pontil mark with 
mould-blown blobs in clear, grey-tinged glass. Base dia about 65mm, th 2–4.5mm 
 
41.01/118  
T13 us  
Beaker rim and body sherds with mould-blown wrythen lozenges in clear glass; slight 
iridescence of surfaces. Rim dia. 60–80mm, th 1.2–2.2mm 
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41.01/119  
T13 C328 [P6.1–7 S16A]  
Beaker foot ring, folded rim in pale-green glass. Dia 80mm, th 2mm 
 
41.01/120  
T7 C623 [P6.1 S16D]  
Beaker base sherd with applied notched cordon in clear, pale-green glass. Dia 50mm, th 
2.6mm 
 
41.01/121  
T13 C214 [P6.2 S63]  
Base of small, decorative beaker; low kick with fluted design and applied notched cordon. 
Fluted body in clear, mid-green glass. Dia (including cordon) 51.5mm, th 2.8mm 
 
41.01/122  
T13 C566 [P6.2 S17A]  
Beaker base sherd with applied notched cordon, high kick, and pontil mark, of pale-green 
glass. Dia 60mm, th 1.8–3mm 
 
41.01/123  
T13 C120 [P6.2 S63D]  
Beaker base sherd with filigrana decoration, separately applied (?) foot, of clear glass. 
Dia c. 58mm, th 2.4–4.7mm 
 
41.01/124  
T30 C1 [P6.2–7]  
Beaker base sherd, separately applied foot with drawn-up spikes around edge, of clear, 
bubbled, greyish glass. Th 6.8–7.2mm 
 

 
Wine glasses 41.01/125–132 

 

Twenty sherds, representing seventeen wine glasses all dating to the 17th to 
18th centuries were identified and included portions of bowls, stems, and feet 
[41.01/125–132]. Thirteen vessels were from phased deposits, all falling within 
phase 6.1 to Period 7. 
 
41.01/125  
T13 us  
Base of goblet bowl with applied vermicular cordon of clear glass (cf Charleston 1984, 
fig 152.128). Venetian or Façon de Venise, c 1670 
 
41.01/126  
Bulk find; T7 L518 [P7 S16A] 
Goblet bowl sherd with applied notched cordon of clear glass (cf Charleston 1984, fig. 
1349.77). 17th century 
 
41.01/127  
T13 us  
Base of goblet bowl with applied notched cordon, twisted hollow knop over annular 
collar of greyish clear glass (cf Wills 1966, 246 no 249; Gooder 1984, fig 42,56 and 43,1). 
Netherlandish or Facon de Venise, c 1600–1670 
 
41.01/128  
T13 C48 [P6.2 S63D]  
Bowl of ratafia(?) glass (Newman 1977, 256) with small perforation in base, straight-
sided, of clear, grey-tinged glass  

 
41.01/129  
T7 C546 [P7 S16D]  
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Stem of wine glass, cigar-shaped, with annular collar over foot in clear glass (cf 
Moorhouse 1971 fig 27, 13 and 14; Charleston 1984, fig 151, 109 and 124). English, early 
17th century 
 
41.01/130  
T13 C78 [P6.2–7]  
Ball knop from stem of wine glass. Clear, greyish-tinged glass 
 
41.01/131  
T7 L609 [P6.2 S16]  
Twisted hollow-blown knop from stem of wine glass in clear grey-tinged glass. 18th 
century 
 
41.01/132  
T13 C4/5/6 [P6.2–7 S16A]  
Hollow-blown knop with well defined ridges over annular collar; of clear, greyish-tinged 
glass. 18th century 

 
 

Bottles, phials, and jars 41.01/133–140 
 

A variety of bottles, phials, and jars, 34 vessels in total, were identified. Small 
bottles and phials, represented mainly by rim and base fragments [41.01/133–
139], were the most common, accounting for 31 of the vessels. These were 
paralleled from sites such as Bedford (Baker et al 1979, cat 1198–99), Gawber 
glass-house (Ashurst 1970, fig 34.4 and .5), Basing House (Moorhouse 1971, fig 
29, 44), and Exeter (Charleston 1984, fig 153, 150). The dating of the parallels 
was consistently of 17th century although as Ashurst (1970, 117) warns ‘the 
pharmaceutical bottle or phial has doubtful value for dating purposes, having 
changed little over a span of centuries.’  
 
Single instances of a hexagonal flask and a jar are closely paralleled by 17th-
century examples from Exeter (Charleston 1984, fig 149.80; fig 151, 111). The 
base from a small scent bottle [41.01/140], however, remains unparalleled and 
may be of more recent manufacture. All the stratified sherds of bottles, phials, 
and jars were of phase 6.1 and later; the majority occurring in phase 6.2 and 
Period 7. 
 
41.01/133  
T7 C504 [P7 S16D]  
Phial rim of sea-green, slightly bubbled glass (cf Baker et al 1979, cat no 1198), rim dia 
28.5mm 
 
41.01/134  
T7 C502 [P7 S16D]  
Flat phial rim of pale-green glass (cf Ashurst 1970, fig 34,7), rim dia 30mm 
 
41.01/135  
T13 C78 [P6.2–7]  
Neck and rim of bottle of olive green glass (cf Moorhouse 1971, fig 29.44), rim dia c 
27mm  
 
41.01/136  
T13 us  
Neck and rim of apothecary bottle of pale-green glass (cf Charleston 1984, fig 153.150), 
rim dia 23mm  
 
41.01/137  
T13 C70 [P6.2–7 S63A/64A]  
Rim sherd from phial of partially devitrified pale-green glass. Rim dia 28mm 
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41.01/138  
T13 us  
Bottle base, steep kick with secondary working, of sea-green glass. Base dia about 55mm 
 
41.01/139  
T13 C4/5/6 [P6.2–7 S16A]  
Sherds from a jar/bowl of olive-green, slightly bubbled glass. Rim dia 100mm 
 
41.01/140  
T13 us  
Base of a mould-blown scent bottle with pontil mark and tear-dropped shaped blobs of 
clear, slightly bubbled glass. Base dia about 30mm 

 
 

Wine bottles 41.01/141–143 
 

Wine bottles of the 17th to 18th centuries were represented by 165 sherds, an 
estimated 74 vessels. The majority of these (127) were body sherds of 
indeterminate form. The fragments are predominantly of a dark olive-green 
colour with a few fragments in dark amber-brown. 
 
The earliest type of wine bottle present at La Grava is long-necked with a 
roughly-trailed string rim c 1.3mm below the mouth, a bulbous body with 
vestigial basal kick. This is Hume’s Type 1 (1961, 102) more commonly known as 
the ‘shaft and globe’, dating from 1630 to 1660. Five vessels of this type were 
identified [41.01/141]. 
 
One example of Hume’s Type 4 (1961, 102), a mallet bottle, was recognised 
[41.01/142]. This type is short-necked with a roughly-trailed string rim below the 
mouth, and a higher kick than the preceding type. The date range is from 1675 
to 1690. 
 
The most common type of wine bottle recovered was the squat, mallet type, 
Hume’s Type 8. Some of the examples have secondary working of the kick 
giving a double curve but no pontil mark, whilst others have a single curve 
upkick. These were manufactured during the late 17th to early 18th century. 
Eleven examples were found (cf Hume 1961, fig 3.8). 
 
A single example of Hume’s Type 13 (1961, 103–04) was identified. This has 
more angular shoulders than mallet types and has a down-tooled string rim 
[41.01/143]. This dates to c 1730 to 1745. 
 
The final and latest type of wine bottle represented is the tall cylindrical body 
with a slight body sag and base with a shallow kick (Hume’s Type 21). These 
date from the last quarter of the 18th century (Hume 1961, 105). Three 
examples were noted. 
 
41.01/141  
T30 C1 [P6.2–7]  
Flat, string rim and twisted neck of thick, sea green/olive green glass, Hume Type 1, 
1630 to 1660. Rim dia 34mm 
 
41.01/142  
T7 C503 [P6.2–7 S16]  
Flat, string rim from mallet type bottle, surfaces iridescent. Hume Type 4, 1675 to 1690. 
Rim dia about 36mm 
 
41.01/143  
T30 C1 [P6.2–7]  
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Flat, string rim of mallet-type bottle of sea-green glass, surfaces iridescent. Hume Type 
13, 1730 to 1745. Rim dia 29mm  
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Metal vessels 
 

H B Duncan 
 

Wood and pottery were the predominant materials used in the production of 
vessels in the first half of the medieval period, particularly amongst the lower 
ranks of society. In the latter half of the period however, pewter and copper-
alloy vessels, the latter used for both cooking and serving, were increasingly 
common. Makers of metal pots appear in London records c 1260, while in 
Colchester 44% of the taxable population owned one or more metal cooking 
pots (Le Patourel 1968, 101). Pewter flatware for domestic use was being made 
in London by the second half of the 13th century, although on a smaller scale 
when compared with output in the later medieval period (Brownsword and Pitt 
1985, 153). 
 
Some sooting is evident on four of the copper alloy fragments, confined to 
external surfaces, suggesting use on an open fire. A further three copper alloy 
sherds have sooting extending along the breaks indicating that the sherds were 
sooted after breakage. Broken fragments of cauldrons and cooking pots are 
common, if not numerous, finds on excavations. This can be explained by the 
use of ‘leaded bronzes’ in manufacturing. Although cheaper to produce, this 
alloy was of an inferior quality, frequently resulting in damage to the vessel 
(Brownsword 1991, 103). 
 
At Winchester the casting of copper-alloy vessels for domestic use does not 
appear to begin much before the 14th century (Biddle 1990, 951). These vessels 
first appeared at La Grava in phase 5.4, three examples occurring between 
phases 5.4 and 5.6. Four fragments were found in, or associated with, service 
building S28. 
 
Four body sherds from lead-alloy vessels were identified; none of the sherds 
could be assigned to a particular form. Three occurred in phase 6.1, the fourth in 
Period 7. Two sherds were found in the same structure, S23, one retaining 
external sooting. In addition, the remains of a single pewter plate (Sf 1110 P5.6 
S19D) were recorded during excavation. Unfortunately this was in too 
fragmentary a condition to reconstruct. 
 
Patched copper alloy sheet vessels and ‘paperclip’ rivets were found at 
Northampton (Oakley and Webster 1979, fig 112. 98), Southampton (Harvey 
1975, fig 241. 1795 and 1810) and Denny Abbey (Goodall 1980b, fig 54. 58–60); 
all dated from the late medieval period to the 16th century. None of the beaten 
metal vessels from Winchester however were certainly earlier than the 15th 
century (Biddle 1990, 951). At La Grava a single vessel fragment was recovered 
from phase 5.4, the remainder came from phase 6.1 and later. No concentrations 
were apparent.  
 
All the catalogued examples are of copper alloy unless otherwise stated. 

 
 

Cast metal vessels 41.02/144–152 
 

A total of seventeen sherds from cast copper-alloy vessels were identified 
including two feet from cauldrons or skillets [41.02/144] and a handle or strut 
from a skillet or cooking pot [41.02/145). The fourteen rim sherds all appear to 
be from bowls or cooking vessels. The rims were externally bevelled, plain or 
out-turned [41.02/146–150]; two were internally bevelled [41.02/151]. Random 
diagonal filing marks are frequently visible on the external surface while the 
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internal surface is normally smoothed. The single cast iron vessel, a leg from a 
cauldron or skillet, was found in a Period 7 deposit and, as its method of 
manufacture suggests, is 17th century or later in date [41.02/152]. 
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41.02/144  
Sf 773 T13 C246 [P5.4–5.5 S30A]  
Cast (?) vessel leg, rectangular in section, out-turned foot, opposite end broken. Ht 39mm 
 
41.02/145  
Sf 1081 T6 C55 [P6.1 S19D]  
Cast handle or strut, heptagonal in section, opposite end broken. Lth 35.4mm 
 
41.02/146  
Sf 694 T13 C225 [P6.1 S27A]  
Cast vessel rim, externally bevelled. Exterior patchily sooted with horizontal tooling 
marks. Rim dia 169mm 
 
41.02/147  
Sf 731 T13 C493 [P5.4 S28]  
Cast rim sherd, externally bevelled, exterior patchily sooted. Horizontal tooling marks on 
exterior. Rim dia 190mm 
 
41.02/148  
Sf 2238 T30 C11/6 [P6.1 S43D]  
Cast rim sherd, externally bevelled, worn, random diagonal tooling marks on exterior. 
Rim dia 285mm 
 
41.02/149  
Sf 839 T13 C65 [P6.2 S63D]  
Cast rim sherd, plain. Exterior soot patches and horizontal tooling marks. Rim dia 
175mm 
 
41.02/150  
Sf 1526 T13 C1189 [P6.1 S28] Cast rim sherd, out-turned rim. Exterior random diagonal 
tooling marks, skillet (?) rim. Rim dia 190mm 
 
41.02/151  
Sf 2485 T30 C204 [P5.4–5.6 S42A]  
Cast rim sherd, everted, patchy soot under rim. Rim dia 349mm 
 
41.02/152  
Sf 901 T1 C1 [P7 S16A]  
Cast iron vessel leg, pentagonal in section, expanding at foot. Lth 102.9mm 
 
 

Sheet metal vessels and repairs 41.02/153–157 
 

Eight rim sherds of sheet vessels, probably all bowls, were identified. Many of 
these were distorted and hence their forms and diameters are not discernible. 
Five of the rims have rivet holes, most likely attributable to patch repairs cf 
[41.02/153–154]. Three patches and one ‘paperclip’ rivet were also recovered 
[41.02/155–157]. 
 
41.02/153  
Sf 757 T13 C1 [6.2–7]  
Rim of sheet vessel, plain, slightly thickened rim. Curve distorted due to repair. Patch 
repair, sheet folded over rim, one paperclip rivet in situ. Estimated dia 28cm 
 
41.02/154  
Sf 2285 T30 C69/2 [P6.2 S50D] 
Plain slightly thickened rim. Damaged rivet hole survives indicating a patch repair. Rim 
dia 34cm 
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41.02/155  
Sf 1287 T7 C502 [P7 S16D]  
Oval sheet patch; eight narrow perforations round edge, one paperclip rivet in situ. Lth 
62.3mm 
 
41.02/156  
Sf 2327 T30 C1 [P6.2–7]  
Square sheet patch; four paperclip rivets and portion of vessel in situ. Lth 33mm 
 
41.02/157  
Sf 139 T13 C70/1 [P6.2–7 S63A/64A]  
Paperclip rivet made from diamond-shaped strip folded twice 
 
 

Spoons 41.03/158–165 
 

Two complete spoons and portions of nine others were identified. Of the four 
examples retaining bowls, one is fig shaped [41.03/158] and three are elliptical 
[41.03/159–161]. Fig-shaped bowls date from the late medieval period whilst 
elliptical bowls became popular during the commonwealth period (1640–1660s). 
All four bowls have seals; these usually carried the maker’s initials and their 
mark. Spoons of lateen cf [41.03/160] were tinned to avoid tainting food and the 
seals displayed the words ‘double whyted’ indicating the spoon have been twice 
sealed with molten tin (S Moore 1987, 7). 
 
Spoon stems became more slender in the late medieval period and were of 
round, hexagonal or rectangular section. The advent of the elliptical bowl in the 
mid-17th century saw stems become flatter (Puritan spoons). From the 14th 
century to the first half of the 17th century it was fashionable for spoon stems 
to terminate in decorative knops. These knops came in a variety of forms, from 
the simple ball-knop to the more elaborate apostle knops (S Moore 1987, 4–6). 
Only two spoons from La Grava had knops, one a ball [41.03/162] and the other 
a seal top [41.03/163]. Seal tops came into use toward the end of the 16th 
century and were a development of the baluster knop. The plain slip-top spoon 
[41.03/164–165], formed by cutting through the stem at an angle, was in 
circulation in the later 15th, continuing into the 17th, centuries. A later 
development, the trefid terminal, had a broad, flattened end formed, or filed, 
into three lobes [41.03/159–160]. These spoons were also notable for the 
occurrence of a lengthened peg at the join of the bowl and stem which tapered 
forming what is referred to as a ‘rat’s tail’. No spoons were recovered from 
phases prior to 6.1. Findspots were restricted to the vicinity of S16 and S63.  
 
All the catalogued examples are copper alloy unless otherwise stated. 
 
 
41.03/158  
Sf 1692 T13 C1 [P6.2–7]  
Fig-shaped spoon bowl with seal; seal consists of thistle and initials EH. Stem does not 
survive 
 
41.03/159  
Sf 1387 T7 C604 [P6.1 S16] and  
Sf 1382 T7 C607 [P6.1 S16]  
Complete spoon, in two pieces, elliptical bowl with seal; seal consists of bird with initial 
I(?). Flattened stem with trefid terminal 
 
41.03/160  
Sf 964 T1 C1 [P7 S16A]  
Complete spoon, elliptical bowl with seal; seal consists of three spoons, initials GF and 
the words ‘Double Whyted’. Flattened stem with trefid terminal, hint of rat’s tail 
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41.03/161  
Sf 1388 T7 C502 [P7 S16D]  
Elliptical spoon bowl with seal; seal consists of heart and sprig, initials GF and the words 
‘Double Whyted’. Portion of flattened stem with rat’s tail at junction of bowl. Terminal 
does not survive 
 
41.03/162  
Sf 369 T13 C48 [P6.2 S63D]  
Pewter spoon stem, sub-rectangular sectioned stem, with ball knop 
 
41.03/163  
Sf 1043 T7 C538 [P7 S16D]  
Spoon stem, faceted edges flattening on approach to bowl, with seal-top knop 
 
41.03/164  
Sf 389 T13 C48 [P6.2 S63D]  
Pewter spoon stem, faceted edges, slip-top terminal 
 
41.03/165  
Sf 1655 T20 C8 [P5.6–6.2]  
Spoon stem, flattened, slip-top terminal, tinned 
 
 

Querns 41.04/166–168 

 
Portions of four quern stones were identified, three of Hertfordshire 
puddingstone and one of lava, likely Rhenish in origin. Of the three 
puddingstone fragments, one was a portion of an upper stone of a bun-shaped 
rotary quern [41.04/166], the second a portion of a base stone [41.04/167] and 
the third retained a portion of a worn grinding surface only. All of these 
fragments are closely paralleled by the quern assemblage from Odell, 
Bedfordshire (Bedford Museum), dating to the late Iron Age/early Romano-
British period. In addition to the recognisable quern fragments, two sizeable 
pieces of puddingstone were recovered. Although not retaining any diagnostic 
features, it seems probable that they had originally formed portions of bun-
shaped or beehive querns. The majority of fragments would appear to be 
residual, as evidenced by the presence of Roman pottery (Slowikowski [57]), 
brooches, and pins (see [48]). One Neolithic quern stone made of local carstone 
was recovered from the north end of the spine wall in S36, reused as a post pad 
(not illustrated except in structures). 
 
The lava fragment [41.04/168] consisted of a portion of the upper stone of a flat 
rotary quern. Querns of Rhenish lava were used during the Roman, mid- to late 
Saxon, and medieval periods and although diagnostic traits due exist, the 
fragmentary survival of Sf 2122 makes certain dating problematic.  
 
 
41.04/166  
Sf 1992 T23 C340 [P2 S14A]  
Upper stone of a bun-shaped quern of Hertfordshire puddingstone retaining portion of 
worn base and funnel-shaped central perforation. Estimated dia 260–270mm 
 
41.04/167  
Sf 2659 T30 us  
Two fragments of a lower stone of a bun-shaped quern of Hertfordshire puddingstone 
retaining socket and worn grinding surface 
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41.04/168  
Sf 2122 T30 C16 [P6.2 S59D]  
Portion of upper stone of flat rotary quern of Rhenish lava retaining worn grinding 
surface and notching along edge. Dia indeterminate 
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Mortars 41.05–41.06/169–174 
 

Portions of fourteen mortars, representing at most twelve vessels, were 
recovered. Four limestone types were identified by Dr D F Williams. 
 
Nine portions of mortars, two of which join, were of purbeck marble. Mortars of 
Purbeck marble were made at the quarries in the Isle of Purbeck, Dorset 
[41.05/169–172]. These quarries were extensively exploited from the 12th 
century onwards, in the main for building material. Evidence from several sites 
indicates that the main period of mortar production was during the 13th to the 
14th centuries (Dunning 1977, 324). The majority of mortars from La Grava were 
recovered from deposits phased between 5.3 and 5.6  
 
Two portions of mortar, most probably from the same vessel, were of a dark 
grey, shelly limestone, the source of which has not been located. These 
consisted of a damaged rim and lug of rectangular form, the lug hollowed to 
form a spot. External surfaces were decorated with horizontal tooling. Both were 
recovered from the fills of sump CF11, C1086, phase 5.6, in S27. 

 
Two portions of mortars of shelly oolitic limestone were identified [41.06/173]; 
these belong to the Lincolnshire limestone group. Quarries at Weldon and 
Barnet, Northants, which produced much of the Lincolnshire limestone, were 
being exploited c 1300 for building materials (Dunning 1977, 330). Neither 
example occurred prior to phase 5.5. 
 
One base from a large two-lugged mortar [41.06/174] was of creamy white, fine-
grained limestone with no visible inclusions. The source of this stone is 
unknown. 
 
With the exception of two fragments, all the mortars were recovered from 
service structures, with a concentration of five fragments (four mortars) from 
the fills of a drain CF11 (T13 C1258) and sump (T13 C1086) within S27. 
 
41.05/169  
Sf 1568 T13 C1258/4 [P5.6 S27]  
Sf 2793 T13 C1257 [P5.6 S27]  
Three-quarters of a pierced-handled Purbeck marble mortar with hollowed rim and spout, 
and a ribbed (three surviving) and faceted (octagonal) external surface with herring-bone 
tooling. The interior is worn and undercut from the grinding action of the pestle; the 
base is missing. Dia (minus lugs) 220mm 
 
41.05/170  
Sf 2242 T30 C158 [P4–5.3 S43]  
Upper lug and pierced, arching rib handle from a purbeck marble mortar. Faceted rib 
with diagonal tooling on four faces and horizontal tooling on the front face 
 
41.05/171  
Sf 1567 T13 C1258/4 [P5.6 S27]  
One-third of a Purbeck marble mortar with plain rim, hollowed lug and horizontal tooling 
on the exterior surface. The interior is worn and undercut from grinding action; the base 
is missing. Dia (without lug) 344mm 
 
41.05/172  
Sf 2794 T13 C1044 [P5.4 S53A]  
Half of a circular Purbeck marble mortar base with solid handle and rib. The interior of 
the base slopes towards the centre indicating vertical pounding rather than grinding. 
Base dia 176mm 
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41.06/173  
Sf 2857 T13 C246 [P5.4–5.5 S30A]  
A quarter of an oolitic limestone mortar with plain rim, rectangular lug and solid rib with 
a ridged fillet widening out towards the squared base. Interior undercut from grinding, 
base missing. Dia (without lug) 330mm 
 
41.06/174  
Sf 2858 T13 C414/3 [P6.2 S65A]  
Base of a large, two lugged mortar of creamy-white, fine-grained limestone. Exterior 
surface worn but retains traces of closely spaced horizontal tooling. Dia 370mm 
 
 

Pestle 41.06/175 
 

One fragment of a possible pestle was identified. This consists of an iron rod 
with a copper-alloy sheath [41.06/175). It is suggested that a hollow knob 
capped the end of this rod. A complete pestle of copper-alloy found in the Great 
Ouse, Bedford (BEDFM 8827) appears to be of similar form. A second pestle of 
cast copper alloy is illustrated by Lindsay (1970, fig 137), dated to the 17th 
century. Pestles of the medieval period were made of various materials, such as 
stone, bronze, and wood (Dunning 1977, 322). A post-medieval pestle of pewter 
was recovered from Micheldever, Hants (Sutermeister 1975 fig 8.13). Dunning, in 
his discussion of pestles refers to contemporary medieval drawings for 
information on size, shape, and materials, suggesting smaller (12th century) 
pestles of copper alloy were used in a more specialised context, for example a 
dispensary, while much larger, perhaps wooden, pestles may have been used in 
the kitchen. An alternative explanation for this object is provided by an item 
from Norwich, of similar form, but lacking an iron core (Margeson 1993, fig 49 
no 539). This has been identified as a candlestick shaft, and was recovered from 
deposits dating to 1550–1700. 
 

41.06/175  
Sf 681 T13 C327 [P6.1–6.2 S16A]  
Possible pestle fragment consisting of an iron rod (7mm dia) encased in a copper-alloy 
sheath (2–3mm th) which has been lathe turned. The sheath flares at one end, the rod 
continuing for 5mm; possibly for attachment of knob(?). Lth 47mm, dia 12.3mm. 
 
 

Candleholders 41.07/176–179 

 
Eleven candleholders were found, ten iron and one copper alloy. Nine of the iron 
examples are socketed; the commonest form of iron candleholder. Sockets can 
be set on the end of straight, angled, or cranked stems; La Grava yielded eight 
straight and one angled stem [41.07/176–178]. Excavated examples indicate 
their use from the 13th into the 16th century. First appearing in phase 5.4, these 
candleholders continued in use throughout the life of the site. 
 
The tenth iron candleholder is composite in form having a central pricket and 
four angled arms terminating in sockets [41.07/179]. Excavated examples of 
three-armed composite candleholders have been found mainly from sites with 
ecclesiastical connections (Goodall 1980a, 164) and ranged in date from the 
12th to 16th centuries. No parallels for the four-armed example have been 
located.  
Most of the candleholders were recovered from domestic and service structures, 
with S56 and S43 yielding two examples each. The catalogued examples are iron 
unless otherwise stated. 
 
41.07/176  
Sf 111/01 T13 us  
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Socketed candleholder with straight stem, oval socket (11mm by 12mm). Lth 133.5mm 
 
41.07/177  
Sf 2545 T30 C734 [P6.1 S40D]  
Socketed candleholder, straight stem, oval socket (19mm by 20mm). Lth 91.5mm 
 
41.07/178  
Sf 2012 T30 C1 [P6.2–7]  
Socketed candleholder, angled stem, socket damaged. Lth 148mm 
 
41.07/179  
Sf 2246 T30 C27 [P5.6–7 S56D]  
Composite candleholder; central pricket with four angled-arms (one incomplete) 
terminating in sockets (one surviving). Lth 112mm 

 
 

The Limoges candlestick 41.08/180 
 

The mercury-gilded copper travelling candlestick [41.08/180, 8.13, 8.14] found at 
La Grava is one of less than a dozen examples in Europe; none are provenanced. 
The closest parallel is a candlestick of almost identical form and decoration in 
the Victoria and Albert Museum (M355/1956). Other parallels include a second 
example from the Victoria and Albert Museum (M153/1956) dated to c 1310, one 
from the Wallace Collection (IIIF 285), and a third in the Museum Boijmans van 
Beuningen in Rotterdam (OMB.1.).These candlesticks have a suggested dating, 
based on stylistic grounds, of c 1250–1330 and are thought to originate from 
the Limoges workshops. Although it is possible that English craftsmen copied 
this style of metalwork, La Grava’s French connections, and the object’s 
similarity to the Victoria and Albert Museum candlestick (M355/1956) weigh in 
favour of a Limoges manufacture (Baker 1981, 338). 
 
Each leg of the candlestick carries three enamelled devices; two legs bearing the 
same configuration. In all there are six different designs. Not all the devices 
retain their enamels; some compartments within a device are void of enamel, 
whereas on others the enamel has decayed, making the original colours 
uncertain. John Goodall’s report on the armorial devices follows. Various 
candidates for ownership possessing links with La Grava Priory have been 
suggested, for example Mary of Woodstock (Lady of the Manor 1305–1332), Joan 
of Acre (b1272–d1307) and Maud of Lancaster (Lady 1305–1348). Due to the 
uncertainty over some of the colours, ownership cannot be definitely ascribed. 
The presence of armorial decoration does, however, indicate that the candlestick 
was a specially commissioned object. The heraldry was particularised rather 
than general (Baker 1981, 336); it was found in the upper fills of the stone-lined 
drain CF11 in S27. 
 

 
41.08/180; 8.13, 8.14 
Sf 500 T13 C537 [P5.6 S27]  
Three-legged, mercury-gilded copper travelling pricket candlestick; stem (bent) faceted 
square in section with vertical wavy line chasing. Approximately halfway along its length 
is a decorative faceted and collared lozenge-shaped knop. The circular drip pan has a six-
petalled enamelled motif and two outward-turned, bifurcated prongs which are bent at 
right angles to the pan. These prongs may have held rush lights in place. The stem 
terminates in a tapering pricket. Each of the swivelling legs carry three enamelled, 
heraldic devices; six different designs in all. Each leg terminates in an animal head. Lth 
174.5mm 
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The Limoges candlestick heraldry  

 
John A Goodall 

 
Method statement 
Having listed all the possible alternatives for the armorial decoration those that 
appeared in much later rolls of arms were discarded. The ordinary of continental 
rolls published by L Jequier in the series Cahiers heraldiques (1–2) 1974 were 
checked and several of the arms did not appear in it. It is reasonable to 
conclude then, that the arms were English. 
 
The armorial decoration on medieval enamels is often problematic, the mass-
produced Limoges pyxes were often decorated with shields unknown to the 
contemporary French armorials, perhaps not wholly unexpected. However, even 
with the gemellions made for a more select clientele, apart from the almost 
ubiquitous arms of France on the boss, the surrounding shields can seldom be 
identified. The folding travelling candlesticks seem to be fairly uncommon, and 
it seems to be unusual to find two of the legs with the same three shields, and 
Rupin’s notes on the type are too sketchy to be of much help. The type was not 
included in the Enamels of Limoges 1100–1350, 1995 exhibition at the 
Metropolitan Museum and none of the other candlesticks had heraldry. 
 
Identification 
Legs 1 and 2: 
(a) Silver 2 bars gules, either Martin, perhaps extinct c 1326, and none of the 

wives’ families appear on the candlestick; or Mauduit c 1270 unidentified but 
the roll is blazoned, and later with the field ermine. 

(b) Azure a lion gold, Neville of Essex but their wives’ families are unknown. 
(c) Gold 3 chevrons gold, for the earls of Gloucester and also used by Ralph de 

Monthermer (1297–1307) in the right of his wife Joan of Acre during the 
minority of the last earl Gilbert who died in 1314, and by Hugh de Audley 
who had married Margaret Clare (1337–47). There are no marriages with the 
owners of the other coats. 

 
Leg 3: 
(a) Gules 2 bends gold in a border gules, not in the new medieval ordinary; 

perhaps a garbled version of old Burgundy? 
(b) Gules a castle gold with the doorway azure, apparently the arms of the 

kingdom of Castille but after the union in 1230 with Leon the arms were 
always borne quarterly. 

(c) Barry silver and azure, Henry de Grey of Codnor (+1308) married Eleanor de 
Courtenay but his mother’s family is unknown. 
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Furniture fittings 
 

Chests and caskets frequently had their corners reinforced with iron. One corner 
binding (Sf 422 T13 C131, not ill) was identified from demolition deposits of S63 
(phase 6.2) consisting of a rectangular strip of iron, bent at right angles, with a 
total of eight perforations; three on one arm, five on the other. Excavated 
parallels range in date from the 11th to the 16th centuries (Goodall 1980a, fig 
81 H512–514). 
 
In addition to the hinges and binding strips, caskets and coffers sometimes had 
mounts, usually of copper alloy. One casket mount or clamp of iron was 
identified [41.07/188]. Smaller copper-alloy examples were used to hold parts of 
reliquaries together (Pinder-Wilson and Brooke 1973); larger iron mounts may 
have served a similar purpose on caskets (Goodall 1980a, 115). Parallels date 
from the 11th to the 15th centuries (Goodall 1980a, fig 82.H560–564. 
 
Boxes or caskets were frequently encased with narrow strips of bone, often 
decorated. Four bone strips were identified, only one was decorated with an 
incised linear border [41.07/189–191]. Three of these strips were recovered from 
the same contexts and were found in association with a small copper-alloy 
pinned hinge [41.07/186]. 
 
 

Handles 41.07/181–183 
 

Three handles, all of the drop variety, were found; two of iron and one of 
mercury-gilded copper alloy [41.07/181–183]. Drop handles are not closely 
datable, parallels ranging from the 12th to 15th centuries (Goodall 1980a, H660–
662). J Cherry (pers comm) suggests a 14th- to 15th-century date for 
[41.07/182]. 
 
41.07/181  
Sf 1630 T18 C9 [P5.6 S51D]  
Iron, pear-shaped ring-drop handle of rectangular section. Lth 110.4mm 
 
41.07/182  
Sf 1748 T23 C10 [P5.4 S23A/19A]  
M-shaped drop handle of almost pure copper; mercury gilded. One arm is bent outwards, 
the second has a narrow extension for pivoting. Brdth 100mm 
 
41.07/183  
Sf 2074 T30 C1 [P6.2–7]  
Iron, rectangular drop handle; one arm incomplete. Brdth 110mm 
 
 

Furniture hinges 41.07/184–187 
 

Furniture hinges, for items such as chests, coffers, caskets, and cupboards can 
be typed according to the same criteria used for larger strap hinges. Four of the 
five examples recovered could be classified, with single examples of spike U-
shaped eye [41.07/184], looped eye [41.07/185], pinned [41.07/186], and end-
looped hinges. One fragment [41.07/187] retains traces of mineralised leather 
suggesting use on a leather-covered chest or coffer. 
 
41.07/184  
Sf 1528 T13 F1189 [P6.1 S28]  
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Iron, spike U-shaped eye hinge, incomplete. Two lobes are flattened and riveted (one 
rivet in situ). The hinge is tin plated, with three raised areas, only one retaining the 
original decorative criss-cross pattern. Lth 96mm. 
 
41.07/185  
Sf 1529 T13 C475/2 [P6.1 S27D]  
Decorated looped eye hinge(?) made of copper-alloy sheet, sub-triangular in plan. The 
sheet is decorated with a series of punched dots forming a floral motif, the overall 
design is incomplete suggesting the sheet was reused to form a hinge of a small box(?). 
Lth 24.4mm 
 
41.07/186  
Sf 1941 T1 C22 [P6.2–7 S63D]  
Copper alloy, pinned hinge with three rivet holes; one copper-alloy rivet and pin in situ. 
Lth 30mm  
 
41.07/187  
Sf 719 T13 C514 [P5.2 S20D]  
Iron hinge(?) fragment with one riveted lobe and a riveted fleur-de-lys terminal; tinned. 
One copper-alloy washer remains in situ and traces of mineralised leather survive. Lth 
64mm 
 
 

Furniture mounts 41.07/188–191 
 
41.07/188  
Sf 720 T13 C196 [P6.1 S63]  
Iron mount for casket consisting of two strips, upper and basal, fixed together by two 
rivets, leaving c 15mm between. The basal strip retains mineralised wood, the upper 
strip is shaped and plano-convex in section. Lth 65.7mm 
 
41.07/189  
Sf 969 T1 C22 [P6.2–7 S63D]  
Bone strip, ends cut on diagonal forming parallelogram. External edges have incised, 
linear borders. Two rivet holes, one with copper-alloy rivet in situ, green staining 
surrounding both rivet holes. Lth 70mm 
 
41.07/190  
Sf 970 T1 C22 [P6.2–7 S63D]  
Narrow, rectangular bone strip with eight rivet holes, two with copper-alloy rivets in situ. 
Green staining surrounds all rivet holes. Lth 160mm 
 
41.07/191  
Sf 971 T1 C22 [P6.2–7 S63D] 
Bone strip with a rivet hole at either end, one copper-alloy rivet in situ. Lth 63.4mm 
 
 

Tacks 41.07/192–194 
 

Small tacks, usually of copper alloy, are a fairly common find on medieval and 
post-medieval sites. Their exact use is open to debate, some may have served as 
decorative strap and harness mounts. Alternatively they could have been used 
as decorative studding on wooden objects or upholstery. The latter is 
particularly common practice in the 16th and 17th centuries. Three forms of 
tack were identified from the ten examples.  
 
All the catalogued examples are copper alloy. 
 
Type 1 were cast, having solid hemispherical heads and tapering circular-
sectioned shanks [41.07/192]. Only one of the two examples was phased to 5.4.  
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Six Type 2 tacks with convex circular heads and square sectioned shanks were 
identified [41.07/193], the earliest occurrence being in Period 4, although the 
majority span phases 5.6 to 7.  
 
Type 3 tacks have flat rounded heads [41.07/194]. Two examples were noted, 
both allocated to phase 6.2. No concentration of these objects was evident.  
 
41.07/192  
Sf 1608 T13 C1591  
Cast stud with solid hemispherical head and tapering circular-sectioned shank. Lth 
20mm, head dia 14mm 
 
41.07/193  
Sf 80 T13 C1 [P6.2–7]  
Tack, head circular in plan, convex in section, square-sectioned shank, tip missing. Lth 
7.6mm, head dia 14.2mm 
 
41.07/194  
Sf 459.12 T13 C131 S63D [P6.2] 
Tapering circular-sectioned shank. Lth 12.8mm 

 
 

Bucket mounts and handles 41.07/195–197 
 

Bucket mounts were used to strengthen the holes in wooden staves through 
which bucket handles passed; they are not readily datable. Eleven bucket 
mounts were found, all of the eyed-strap variety. Three of the mounts are 
unusual in that they have a looped hook attached [41.07/95]. These hooks may 
have formed part of a handle although these normally had integral hooks. One 
mount [41.07/195] is decorated and tinned suggesting a high-class vessel. Only 
two, both with hooks in situ, came from phases preceding 6.2, one occurring in 
phase 5.3 (S43) and the other in phase 5.4 (S55). Of the seven examples 
associated with structures, all came from domestic or service buildings, S16 and 
S63 producing two bucket mounts each. 
 
A single iron bucket handle was found from topsoil deposits [41.07/197]. These 
are not closely datable, similar handles dating from the 12th to the 15th 
centuries and into the post-medieval period. 
 
41.07/195  
Sf 2313 T30 C1 [P6.2–7]  
Iron eyed-strap bucket mount, four stamped eyes, a looped hook remains in situ in the 
upper eye. Decorated with raised ridges between the eyes, the ridges have an incised 
horizontal line and transverse notches. Tinned. Lth 96mm 
 
41.07/196  
Sf 316 T13 C48 [P6.2 S63D]  
Iron eyed-strap bucket mount, damaged. Four stamped holes, uppermost larger and 
ovoid. Lth 78mm 
 
41.07/197  
Sf 2314 T30 C1 [P6.2–7]  
Iron bucket handle, C-shaped in section, integral hooked terminals. Brdth 179mm 
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